Abstract: We investigate the effects of solitons and vortices on the dynamics of &&Einstein condensates in an optical lattice The geometiy of these excitations has a pronounced effect on the evolution of the atom cloud. Here, we explore the effects of solitons and vortices on the dynamics of three different excited condensates, refend to as Condensates 4 B, and C, in a onedimensional optical lattice and a threedunensional harmonic trap. Our calculations demonstrate that the form and geometry of the excitatirms play a crucial role in the evolution of the atom cloud. Condensate A initially contains a single vortex line whose core is orientated along theoptical lattice dmtion, as shown in Figure 1 (a) . As in recent exqnimints [IS], we accelerate the condensate by abruptly displacing the harmonic trap along the optical lattice axis. In response, Condensate A perthrms Bloch osillations. But the density and phase modulations imposed by the standing wave formed at Bragg reflection generate solitons, which decay into vortex rings via the snake instability, thereby damping the Blkh motion 131. Condensate B initially contains a single vortex line whose m e is perpendicular to the optical lattice direction, as shown in Figure l@) . U p displacing the harmonic trap, this condensate also performs damped Blmh osdlations, h t the damping is far stmnga than for Condensate A. This Is tecause the circulation of atoms about the initial vortex m e impedes the formation of the standing wave at the p i n t of Bragg
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Here, we explore the effects of solitons and vortices on the dynamics of three different excited condensates, refend to as Condensates 4 B, and C, in a onedimensional optical lattice and a threedunensional harmonic trap. Our calculations demonstrate that the form and geometry of the excitatirms play a crucial role in the evolution of the atom cloud. Condensate A initially contains a single vortex line whose core is orientated along theoptical lattice dmtion, as shown in Figure 1 (a) . As in recent exqnimints [IS], we accelerate the condensate by abruptly displacing the harmonic trap along the optical lattice axis. In response, Condensate A perthrms Bloch osillations. But the density and phase modulations imposed by the standing wave formed at Bragg reflection generate solitons, which decay into vortex rings via the snake instability, thereby damping the Blkh motion 131. Condensate B initially contains a single vortex line whose m e is perpendicular to the optical lattice direction, as shown in Figure l@) . U p displacing the harmonic trap, this condensate also performs damped Blmh osdlations, h t the damping is far stmnga than for Condensate A. This Is tecause the circulation of atoms about the initial vortex m e impedes the formation of the standing wave at the p i n t of Bragg ITuI17 reflection. AS a consequence, the internal structure of the atom Cloud is strongly disuptd, leading to the formation of M e r topological excitations and expansion of the atom cloud. The wavefunction of Condensate C initially contains one soliton, papmdicdar to the axis of the optical lattice, as shown in Figure 1 (c) . For this geometry, the Blcch millations are severely damped. Mer only three osillatim the motion canpletely breaks down, and the adensate's center-ofm a s remains almost stationary. This is becsuse the initial soliton disupts the formation of the standing wave on Bragg reflation, thereby causing an avalanche formation of further solitons, which then decay rapidly into vortex rings. We relate our calculations to recent experimental work [],IS] and'propose new expavnents designed to investigate tlie sbiking &&s of excitation geometxy an condensate dynamics predicted by our calculations.
